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 1.   What science opportunities for both near-term (< 10 years) missions 

and longer-term (> 10 years) missions are enabled by existing 

technologies? How are these science opportunities limited by existing 

technology?

 2.   What science goals are or should be driving what technology 

development? What technology synergies and cross-cutting technologies 

have the potential for changing the way small body science is done? How 

should we prioritize technology development?

 3.   How might technologies discussed enable small bodies science support 

for human exploration/activities?

 4.   Identify holes (if any) in the technology developments due to lack of 

communication between scientists and technologists, hampering the 

achievement of science goals?



1.   What science opportunities for both near-term (< 10 years) 

missions and longer-term (> 10 years) missions are enabled by 

existing technologies? How are these science opportunities 

limited by existing technology?

 Small body science now transitioning to detailed – often in 

situ or sample return – missions plus investigations of 

bodies at greater distances from the sun.  Both need 

technology development.

 Mission opportunities are extensive and vary widely which 

makes specific technology requirements difficult to define.

 Unlike missions to outer planets or Mars, many small body 

missions are Discovery or New Frontiers class which 

makes it difficult to promote technology requirements.

 Best approach could be to define classes or categories of 

science missions and define technology requirements for 

those e.g. Cryogenic sample return,  KBO mission needs.



2.  What science goals are or should be driving what technology 

development? What technology synergies and cross-cutting 

technologies have the potential for changing the way small body 

science is done? How should we prioritize technology 

development?

 Specific science goals in the Discovery and NF class often not 

sufficient to justify technology development.  Few institutions 

will commit to that – and it is difficult for NASA to commit to a 

specific PI for a mission that might not happen.

 Must look for cross-cutting  ‘enabling’ technologies within 

SBAG and synergies with larger flagship mission technologies.

 Prioritization can be achieved if community agrees on 

important classes of missions and defines a technology plan 

based on these ‘classes’ rather than individual missions.

 Need to define Tall pole technologies

◦ Defined as key technologies that require significant 

development.



3.   How might technologies discussed enable small bodies 

science support for human exploration/activities?

 Robotic missions need to routinely land, explore and 
return samples before we think of sending humans to 
explore small bodies.

 Human exploration might look at existing and planned 
robotic missions for guidance.

 Some technologies required for human exploration 
could be tested on robotic missions.  

 Advances in power,  propulsion, communication, 
navigation, EDL, surface mobility and science 
instrumentation can advance both robotic and human 
exploration goals.

 Caution:  human program is still in flux, so science 
community should have a ‘stand-alone’ technology plan.



4.   Identify holes (if any) in the technology developments 

due to lack of communication between scientists and 

technologists, hampering the achievement of science goals?

 Must also consider mission designers,  s/c engineers  and 

operations staff – not just technologists; there are 

‘technologies’ in mission design that could enable novel 

missions for small bodies e.g.  Astrodynamics
 Funding for application of the principles of celestial mechanics to the 

problem of the motion of spacecraft has been largely limited to the 

development and operations phases of flagship missions.  

 Decadal survey studies did a lot to bring together the 

scientists, technologists and mission designers. NASA 

supplied  assumptions and directions but DS panels 

supplied science goals.

 SBAG could benefit from requesting studies from NASA 

to create ‘reference missions’ for the higher priority 

missions with science goals developed by a broader 

scientific community.



Key Steps to be taken
 Bring technologists and scientists together to define 

realistic science goals for next two decades (kicked off 

at this meeting and in road-mapping efforts)

 Involve the mission designer and s/c engineers to 

determine ‘holes’ in other areas of mission/spacecraft 

performance

 Define classes of missions that could benefit from key 

technologies,  mission design and engineering advances

 Prioritize the classes of missions

 Request NASA study the highest priority missions with 

substantial community input on the scientific goals.

 Develop a prioritized technology plan.

 Look for synergies with other planetary communities 

and team with them to promote specific technology 

development.


